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In this note we development the relation between another type of conditional 
convergence of a sequence of random variable (T.v.). Moreover, we generalise the 
theorem of convergence in L’ for amarts. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let (a, ~2, P) be a probability space and .F be some sub-a-field of d. 
The definition of conditional amarts and conditional semiamarts is given 
in [6]. By T we denote the set of bounded stopping times relative to some 
increasing sequence {Fn, n > 1 } sub-a-fields of ~4. The fact that EiPIXl < 00 
a.s. (IF-conditional expectation respect to a-field 9) we denote by X E L$ . 
It is obvious that if 9 c 9 and XE L& then XE Lb. 
DEFINITION 1. Let {X,, n 3 1 } be a sequence of r.v. adopted to the 
increasing sequence (S$, n > 1 } of sub-a-fields of d, and let 9 be a sub- 
o-field of &. We call {X,, 1 n E N) a conditional semiamart (with respect 
to 9) if 
(a) X,EL$ for n>l and 
(b) the family {E9Xr, z E T} is tight. 
DEFINITION 2. An adopted sequence (X,, n 2 1> of r.v. is called a 
conditional amart (with respect to 9) if 
(a’) X, E Lk for n 2 1 and 
(b’) the net L(ESX,, X),, T converges to zero for some r.v. X (where 
L denotes the Levy-Prokhorov metric). 
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DEFINITION 3. A sequence {Xn E L&, n 2 1) of r.v. is said to be con- 
vergent in L$ to a r.v. XE L$ iff 
lim EFJX, - X) = 0 a.s. 
By F0 we denote the degenerate a-field S$ = { 0, Q}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let (Q, d,P)=((O, 1),&p) and F=u((+, l), (f,$), . . . . 





for 0 = 0. 
It is obvious that YE L$ but Y$ Lko. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let (52, d, P) = ( (0, 1 ), /?, p) and 
for 0 E (0, l/n) 
for 0 E ( l/n, 1 ), X(w) = 0 as., 
then 
lim @X, = EBX as., i.e., X, L’(B) + x, n + co, 
but 
E(X,-XI =n-+ co, i.e., X, --$-• X, n + co. 
If 
for 0 E (k/2”, (k + 1)/2”) 
otherwise, X(o) = 0 a.s. 
then X, -+ ” X, s + m but X, @‘@) X, s --) co. 
DEFINITION 4. A sequence {X,, n > 1 > of r.v. is said to be uniformly 
F-integrable if for every g-measurable function E > 0 a.s. there exists an 
F-measurable function A0 such that 
sup EslXnl Z,,,, ,nI <E as. for every A > A, a.s. 
It is well known that the sequence given in [7] is uniformly integrable 
but not uniformly F-integrable. 
If X, = Y a.s. for n = 1, 2, . . . . where Y is defined in Example 1, then the 
sequence {X,,, n > 1 } is uniformly F-integrable but not uniformly 
integrable. 
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THEOREM 1. A sequence {X,,, n 2 1 } is uniformly p-integrable iff 
(1) sup E;“lX,,j < 03 as., and 
(2) for every S-measurable function E > 0 as. there exists an S- 
measurable function 6 > 0 as. such that 
EFI, < 6 as. = sup EF I X,, I, < E a.s. 
Proof: Necessity. By the definition of uniformly F-integrable for every 
F-measurable function E > 0 a.s., we have 
E”lXnl I,=EFIX,I L~,xn,>~,+E4Fl&l LnL,x,,<A, 
<sup EslX,J Ic,x,,,13 + AEFI, < 2~ a.s. 
for sufficiently large 1 and E”Z, < 6 = E/A a.s. 
It is trivially seen that for A = $2 we have 
sup E”lX,l <sup E-“lX,J Zc,,,,n,+~< 00 a.s. 
The sufficiency follows from the inequality 
E*I,,,, ,nl G WV’I )/A d (SUP E”lXA )/A a.s. 
If 
then 
A = (sup ESIX,l)/~ as. 
SUP E”lXA &,, rAl G sup sup E”lXl ZcIxkI ,il GE a.s. 
k n 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf there exists a r.v. YE L$ such that IX,1 c Y a.s. n 3 1, 
then the sequence {X,, n 2 1 } is uniformly g-integrable. 
Proof. By assumption 
~~PE-VA ~,,,,,,,QE-V’l ~cIyl~ll a.s. 
If YE L$ then for every sequence (A,, n 2 1 } of F-measurable r.v. such 
that 2, < An+, a.s. and A,, + co a.s. we have (by the Lebesgue theorem [S]) 
lim ET YZ, y, 1,3 = 0 a.s. 
Let E > 0 be an S-measurable function and assign 
An= CESY&wn, <El. 
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It is obvious that A, cA,+, and lim P(A,)= 1. If 
A = A, for oEA,\A,-1, n> 1, A,=@ 
then A. is an F-measurable function such that i < co a.s. and 
E* YI [Y>i] - 
-“?I 
EF YZ CYdA”\&, 
= c EFYI [Y > &I 77 (A.\A-,) 
n=l 
=J, L4-,EFY~[Y>A”,~~ as. 
which completes the proof of Corollary 1. 
By this corollary we see that every finite set of random variables which 
belongs to L$ is uniformly F-integrable. 
THEOREM 2. Let X E L& and {Fn, n 2 1) be a sequence of o-field such 
that &, c Fn c d. Then the sequence (EfiX, n > 1 } of r.v. is uniformly TO- 
integrable. 
Proof: By the properties of conditional expectation 
E-V”4 Ic,Esx, >j., < E-SOESIW,,~~,, >A] 
= E%‘l~,,~sx, >A] 
d E%WC~~,x, >A-, 
hence for any given F-measurable function 6 > 0 a.s. 
EfiZ CE~,x,,n,~(E~oE~IXI)/IZ=(E~oO(XI)/IZ<8 a.s. 
for some sufficiently large 1> 0 a.s. Hence by the uniformly &-integrability 
of X and by Theorem 1 we have for any given F-measurable E > 0 a.s. 
EF*I XII [E*lxl>1] <t-z a-s. 
for sut’liciently large I > 0, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
DEFINITION 5. We will say that a sequence (X,, n > 1 > of r.v. converges 
in F-probability to the r.v. X if for any R-measurable function E > 0 a.s. 
limE”~clxn-xl,El - - 0 a.s. 
This fact we will be denoted by X, -+ p(rp) X, n + CO. 
It is well known to observe the following relations: 
(3) if X, +p(*) X, n + co, then X, +‘X, n -+ co (in probability [S]) 
and 
(4) ifX,+a.s.X, n+co then X,,+p(Y)X, n+co. 
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THEOREM 3. A sequence {X,,, n 2 1 } of r.v. converges in L& iff 
{X,,, n 2 1 } is uniformly F-integrable and X, --) p(qr) X, n + 00. 
ProoJ If X, + L’(F)X, n-tco then X,,-+P(*)X, n+co and 
EslXnl I,<EFIX,-XI I,+E9”lX) I, as. 
hence for A = Q we have 
sup E”lX,l < 00 as. 
By the assumption for every s-measurable function E > 0 a.s. there exists 
an T-measurable function 6, > 0 a.s. such that 
(5) EFI, < 6, a.s. * EPIXI I, 6 42 a.s. 
If 
A,,= supE*IX,-XI<E/2 
[ k>n I 
then 
93A,,cA.+,, na 1 and lim P(A,) = 1. 
Since finite sequence { IX, - XI IA,, k = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1) is uniformly F- 
integrable there exists an F-measurable function 6, > 0 a.s. such that 
E9”I, I,” < 6, a.s. => sup E* IX, - XI Ia n A. < E/2 a.S. 
I<k<n-1 
If 
6’=6, on A,\A,-,, n=l,2 ,... A,=@ 
then 
*SllpEFIx,-x( IAI~,,~,_,<E/~ a.S. 
k>l 
hence 
SUP EFIX, - XI IA < E/2 a.S. 
k 
and by (5) 
E”I, < 6 = min(6,, 9) a.s. *sup E91Xkj I, <E a.s., 
k>I 
which on the basis of Theorem 1 proves the necessary part. 
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If X”-, P(*) X, n --t co then X,, +P X, n -+ cc and there exists a sub- 
sequence (n,, k B 1 } such that X,, +a.s. X, k + cc. By the Fatou lemma we 
have 
which proves that XE L& . Then for any given F-measurable function E > 0 
a.s. we have 
-.m~?I-4 =E$“W,-4 q,x,-x,e, 
+~SIXtI-~l q,x”-x,>E, 
GE+ESw,I ~,,,-,,>,,+m~I z[,xn-x,>E, 
~&+m~nI ~,,,,>,,+~FI~I &,,A] 
+ E”lX”l z [lx,l~i~~~,x”-x,>E,+E~l~I~~,X,~I,~C,Xn-X,>El 
GE + SUP ~“W,l I,,,, 1>1, + -wJ-I I,,,, >A, 
+W~nI &“,<A,q,x”d,>E3 
+ EFIXI hx, <I,JC,X-x, >E, 
< 3~ + 2AEFZ,,,-,, ,eJ a.s. 
for sufficiently large s-measurable function A> 0 a.s. By assumption 
1m-l EFZ[,x,-x,rE, - - 0 a.s. 
which implies that 
lim E*(X, - X( < 3.5 a.s. 
Since E > 0 a.s. is arbitrary then 
lim EsF(Xn-XI =0 as. 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Every uniformly F-integrable conditional amart converges 
as. and in L$ (F c Fl). 
Proof: By Theorem 1 we have 
sup E-“lX,,l < co a.s. 
and by Theorem 3.6 of [6] (X,, n > 1 } converges a.s. to some r.v. X. The 
L& convergence follows by Theorem 3 and the fact that 
lim E=%x.-xl >aJ - - 0 a.s. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let XE L& and (9,, n 2 1 f be a sequence of a-fields such 
that & c Pn c d, n b 1. Then the sequence {E*X, n 2 1 } forms the 
conditional amart which converges a.s. and in LX. 
It is easy to observe that if we denote Y, = E-X then 
E”Y,=E%o Y,Z,,=.,=E~°C(E~X)ZCT=n, 
n n 
= c .P=“E* x I,, =o, = c E-SoXI,,= n3 = E%X 
n n 
hence 
L(E%Y,, EfiX) -, 0, n+co. 
Finally we give a characterization of almost surely convergence. 
THEOREM 5. Let (X,,, n > 1) be an adopted sequence with respect to 
{F”, n > 1 } and suppose that ES’ 0 supJX,,I c co a.s. (So c FI). The following 
statements are equivalent 
(i) X, converges a.s. 
(ii) X,, is a conditional amart with respect to FO. 
The proof is obvious on the basis of Theorem 4 of [5 J. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf (X,, n > 1 > is an adopted sequence with respect to 
{ Fn,, n 2 1) and untformly S$-integrable (FO c PI). Then the following asser- 
tions are equivalent 
(i’) X, converges a.s. 
(ii’) {X,, n > 1 } is an amart with respect to a-field PO. 
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